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Car

PROBLEMS
can be
complex
We like to make things simple and easy.
MotorEasy brings you the UK’s best warranty protection:
Instant protection against
unexpected car repairs

Widespread cover, or for
just the important bits

Includes the cost of
diagnosis, parts & labour

COVER FROM AS LITTLE AS £20 PER MONTH

“I felt compelled to applaud and highlight the
quite exceptional service I received from you”
Mr Glen Townsend, May 17

Taking out one of our warranties could be one
of the smartest things you’ve done.
Get an instant quote at motoreasy.com
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The smart way to run your car

this time...
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T

riumph. Yes we know it isn't a car, but it is an awesome bike
and superfan and sometime Hollywood actor, Luke Evans is
perched on top of a Bonneville Speedmaster. For us that is a
rather wonderful combination. There is a lot to be celebrated when
it comes to Triumph which is a great British success story. The
revamped visitor centre is a great day out and somewhere we hope
to be heading very soon. The mere fact that the restored Bonneville
from 'The Great Escape' is there is almost too much for our tiny
minds to handle. So that's why we have gone a bit bikey again.
The future, as we predicted in the last issue is all rather exciting. In
fact, there was so much future we allowed it to overflow into this
issue. Finally you can see how average the TVR photography is and
how Manga style the Aerial Hipercar might be. We also found the
Jaguar's electric future rather interesting, especially wrapping an
E-Type around an electric motor and their plans to take iPaces
racing. We are testing Cataclean, see page 36.
Otherwise we get slightly excited about the new Polestar and
answer some of your questions. Please keep them coming in as you
end up in the pages of the iPaper and online with The Independent,
which is something you can show your mum.
With no apology for including more bikes, although if someone
wants to start and run a Free Bike Mag by all means get in touch.
l Cover photo Triumph & SEAT
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News, Events
& Celebs

JAMIE OLIVER’S DREAM KITCHEN-ON-THE-GO

Land
Rover
Discovery

Chef and TV personality Jamie Oliver and Jaguar Land Rover have created the ultimate kitchen on four wheels highlighting the versatility of a Land Rover Discovery.
Jamie’s bespoke family SUV comes with a host of cooking features including a slow-cooker, barbecue, ice cream maker, olive oil dispenser and will even churn
butter as you drive. Jaguar Land Rover’s Special Vehicle Operations (SVO) worked with lifelong Land Rover fan and customer, Jamie, to bring his vision to life. The
result is truly unique – it’s the only Discovery in the world that has a toaster in the centre console and a rotisserie driven by the power take off. Other ingenious
features include a slow-cooker that sits beside the engine, a pasta maker, a gas hob and a deployable dining table and worktop. There is even a herb garden and
spice rack in the rear windows. Jamie Oliver said: “I gave Land Rover a massive challenge to create the ultimate kitchen on wheels. I dreamt big and asked for a lot,
and what they’ve done has blown my mind. I didn’t think they’d actually be able to put a slow-cooker next to the engine and an olive oil dispenser in the boot, but
they did. The result is an amazing Discovery, tailored perfectly for me and the family – we love it. This unique creation means we can take our culinary adventures
to the next level.” The SVO team prides itself on making the impossible happen, so was only too happy to help bring Jamie’s ideas to life.
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Watch
Jamie's
Food Tube
Channel

WHAT’S FOR DINNER? LAND ROVER’S DISCOVERY IS
THE PERFECT RECIPE

With up to 2,500 litres of luggage space and clever storage for 21st century family essentials, the versatile seven-seater Discovery was the perfect
vehicle for SVO to modify. With plenty of room for a custom-made aluminium sink, a flat screen TV and deployable kitchen worktop that also
doubles as a dining table. Further touches include a spice drawer, a bespoke pestle and mortar and a Land Rover barbecue.
Jamie’s three-part-series on his Food Tube channel will detail the build process and show him cooking for his family with the bespoke Discovery.
The first episode goes live at 18.00 GMT on Thursday 5 October WATCH THE EXCELLENT VIDEO HERE:https://youtu.be/AQAPsswo8GQ
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News, Events
& Celebs

FC BAYERN MÜNCHEN AND AUDI

SPOTTED
OUT AND
ABOUT

For the squad which includes Thomas Müller, Mats Hummels and Robert Lewandowski, the visit to their long-standing vehicle partner
Audi was an event on home soil. The soccer players from Munich are now in their 15th season of driving cars of the premium brand.
Hundreds of fans from the region and numerous Audi employees gave the players an enthusiastic welcome. Group photos, selfies and
autographs were followed by a plant tour for the team. FC Bayern München and Audi have been forming a team since 2002. Highlights
of the partnership include the Audi Cup, which has been held every two years since 2009 as a preparation tournament at Allianz Arena,
or the Audi Summer Tour. This summer, the brand accompanied Bayern’s training camp in China and Singapore. There the squad
played against AC Milan, Inter Milan, FC Chelsea and Arsenal.
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4 display cars,
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‘Connectivity
Bar’

Get
the
look
Jodie

SEAT & JODIE KIDD IN WESTFIELD

In partnership with Group 1 Automotive, the Barcelona-based brand officially opened its latest store today, with the help
of Jodie Kidd, fashion model, TV personality and well-known petrolhead, in the UK’s largest shopping and leisure
destination, Westfield London. Complementing SEAT’s existing UK dealer network, the store will be seeking to tap into
the site’s significant 27 million annual visitors. Mirroring the scale of its ambitions, SEAT White City is over 50% larger
than its sister store in intu Lakeside and boasts five cars on display (including a concourse car), plus, 10 cars available to
test drive, including its most popular and latest models, such as New Ibiza, Leon and Ateca.

1 SEAT Alteca £18,125
2 Shirt H & M £19.99
3 Jeans JD Williams £40.00
4 Shoes Accessorise £29.00
5 Watch Pulsar PX5003X1 £155.00
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Triumph & Luke Evans

GREAT ESCAPE
Luke Evans teams up with Triumph riding a Bonneville Speedmaster at the
opening of a new visitor centre featuring Steve McQueen’s recently restored
Triumph Bonneville from the ‘Great Escape.’

6 freecarmag.com
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H

ollywood star Luke Evans
injected A-list glamour into
the gala opening of Triumph
Motorcycles’ all-new Factory Visitor
Experience.
Riding aboard the new Triumph
Bonneville Speedmaster in front of a VIP
audience in Hinckley, the Welsh actor –
known for films like Fast & Furious, The
Girl on the Train and Disney smash hit
Beauty and the Beast – showed nobody
rides a bike like Gaston.
Luke Evans said: “You can’t admire
motorbikes, as I have for years, and not
have a love for Triumph. When I got
invited to come along and ride the new
Bonneville Speedmaster I couldn’t wait
– I’m just hoping they might let me take
one home!”
The Welsh star featured alongside the
legendary Triumph used by Hollywood
icon Steve McQueen in the classic movie,
The Great Escape. The Triumph TR6R
has been lovingly restored after years
spent herding cows and being stored in
a barn.
McQueen’s 650cc bike will take
centre stage at Triumph’s new Factory
Experience, where visitors will also
be able to see the Triumph Speed
Triple ridden by Tom Cruise in Mission
Impossible 2 as well as a host of other
milestone bikes from the brand’s history.

freecarmag.com 9

Triumph Special

H E AV E N LY

Triumph call it a visitor centre, but it is much more spiritual than that.

T

riumph Motorcycles has opened
the doors to an immersive
new Visitor Centre that will
allow fans to go behind-the-scenes
and journey through a 115 years of
motorcycling excellence.
Based at the brand’s headquarters
and UK manufacturing facilities in
Hinckley, Leicestershire it is set to
open on 1 November. The Triumph
Factory Experience is free
to visit and will showcase an
exclusive collection of never-beforeseen exhibits centred around the
design, engineering and manufacture
of Triumph’s most iconic models.
Among the most exciting exhibits will
be the most famous movie Triumph
of all time – the Triumph Bonneville
on which Steve McQueen attempted
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to jump the border fence in The Great
Escape, which has been lovingly
restored to working order.
Elsewhere, the two-wheeled stars
from road, track and screen include
the very first Triumph No1 from
1902, the Speed Triple ridden by Tom
Cruise in Mission Impossible 2 and
the latest race engine prototype for
the 2019 Moto2tm championship.
Visitors will be able to book a
guided tour of the Hinckley factory,
which is at the heart of motorcycle
manufacturing in the UK and is the
spiritual home of Triumph. This
extensive behind the scenes tour of
the engineering and manufacturing
facilities will give an unprecedented
insight into Triumph’s unique and
leading approach to designing and
building motorcycles.

Spread across eight distinctlythemed areas that combine to create
a full Triumph experience, from
celebrating the shared attitude of
riders and fans, to the incredible
bloodline of bikes, racing and
popular culture, to the global
network our riders represent and
the full story of design from sketch
to final assembly - the Visitor
Experience represents
the home of the brand – built by
riders, for riders.
The Triumph Shop is also on-hand
for those looking to mark their visit
with a unique range of high-quality
branded merchandise.
www.triumphmotorcycles.co.uk/
visitor-experience.

ADMISSION TO THE
VISITOR CENTRE IS
FREE OF CHARGE,
WHILE THE 90-MINUTE
FACTORY TOUR CAN
BE BOOKED ONLINE IN
ADVANCE FOR £15 PER
PERSON.
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In the Future

AMAL Carburettors
the “best in the
business” says
Alp Racing & Design.
So what is the story?

0-60 2.4 SECS
6 freecarmag.com
12
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H

IPERCAR or High Performance
Carbon Reduction, the project is
destined for full release in 2019
and Ariel production in 2020 alongside
the Atom, Nomad and Ace. As with other
Ariel vehicles the focus of HIPERCAR is
on extreme performance, agility and
usability, now coupled with zero and
ultra-low emissions. To be available in
four wheel drive and two wheel drive
variants HIPERCAR will offer staggering
performance utilising cutting edge, UK
developed technology and will be built in
Somerset, England by Ariel.
Initially unveiled as a rolling chassis

with all componentry visible, Simon
Saunders, Director of Ariel, said, ‘We’re
not unveiling final bodywork at this stage
and it’s unusual for a car manufacturer
to do things this way round. What
you usually get is an exterior concept
with some vague promises about what
is happening underneath and how
wonderful it’s going to be. But, as ever,
we’re different at Ariel and the core of
HIPERCAR is the technology, the design
and the engineering so that’s what we
are showing. This is an important part of
Ariel’s future so it has to be right.”
The thing is Free Car Mag love this

fantastic almost graphic novel style
rendering which looks amazing.
The vehicle showcases what the UK can
achieve in the highly competitive and
fast changing automotive sector with
all key HIPERCAR components - motor,
gearbox, battery, power electronics,
range extender, chassis, driveline and
mechanical components - developed
by British companies. “Developing
another of the fastest cars in the world is
important for Ariel,” said Saunders, “but
anchoring the technology in this country
and building a British supply chain is
vital for the economy.”
freecarmag.com 13

Motorcycle Special

H

IPERCAR is a Series Hybrid EV
(Electric Vehicle) featuring a 750
Volt, 42 kWh or 56kWh, lithiumion, cooled and heated battery pack
which is charged, when required,
by a 35kW micro-turbine range
extender, negating any range
anxiety issues and making the
vehicle independent of any charging
infrastructure.
HIPERCAR will be available as a 4
wheel drive or 2 wheel rear drive,
full bodied car, the final exterior
design of which is to be released
at a later date. Based around an
aluminium folded and bonded
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lightweight chassis with full rollover
protection, the structure features
aluminium front and rear subframes
carrying aluminium wishbones and
outboard adjustable suspension.
Forged or carbon composite wheels
carry 265/35/20 front and 325/30/21
rear tyres.
A complete motor, gearbox and
inverter assembly weighs only 57 kilos,
contributing to the lightweighting
throughout the vehicle.
The vehicle’s electrical architecture
consists of high and low voltage systems
linked by multiple CAN networks
enabling the Powertrain Controller,

Vehicle Dynamic Control Interface and
Battery Controller to communicate and
interact with 12V and safety systems.
Pricing will not be finalised until later
in the project. Simon Saunders said,
“Like other Ariels we want HIPERCAR to
represent excellent value for money for
the remarkable performance on offer.
It will be an expensive car because
of the technology involved but when
compared to £1m+ supercars, which it
will outperform, it’s going to represent
excellent value for money. This is the
first true electric supercar that will
cross continents, drive to town and lap a
race track”.

THE FULL ARIEL HIPERCAR STATS
0 – 60 mph
2.4 secs
0 – 100 mph
3.8 secs
0 – 150 mph
7.8 secs
Top speed
160 mph
freecarmag.com 15

In the Future
PRODUCTION:
LATE 2018
PRICE FROM:
£90,000

TVReturns
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Forget about an electric this and flying that, the fantastic
thing to look forward to in the very near future is the
return of TVR. We can hardly contain our excitement.

E

mbodying TVR’s long-standing ethos of the Sprit of Driving –
the principle of delivering an involving driving interface
where the driver will always be fully in control – the new
Griffith uses intelligent engineering over electronic driver aids.
Only the second front-engined production car to feature a flat
floor, the new TVR Griffith boasts a full ground-effect aerodynamic
package to ensure that the car remains stable at high speeds and
delivers exceptional handling abilities. Employing Gordon Murray
Design’s innovative iStream architecture with carbon composite
structure and body panels, the new TVR Griffith weighs just
1250kg, offers exceptional torsional rigidity and a perfect 50:50
weight distribution.
Powering the new TVR Griffith is a naturally aspirated 5.0-litre
Cosworth-enhanced V8, which enables 400bhp/tonne and is
mated to a six-speed manual gearbox. The new TVR Griffith
achieves a top speed of more than 200mph, and accelerates from
0-60mph in less than four seconds.
The TVR Griffith Launch Edition will be fitted with bespoke
Launch Edition wheels measuring 19 inches in diameter at the
front and 20 inches at the rear. All Launch Edition models will
have a full leather interior offered in a number of bespoke colours.
Roll on 2018.
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In the Future

electric e-types
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The Jaguar E-type Zero not only drives and looks like an
E-type, it also offers outstanding performance. It’s quicker
than an original E-type: 0-100km/h (62mph) takes only,
5.5 sec, about one second quicker than a Series 1 E-type.

A

n electric powertrain developing 220kW has been specially
designed for the E-type Zero. Its lithium-ion battery pack
has the same dimensions, and similar weight, to the XK sixcylinder engine used in the original E-type. The experts responsible
for developing the electric powertrain have ensured it will be
placed in precisely the same location as the XK engine. The electric
motor (and reduction gear) lies just behind the battery pack, in
the same location as the E-type’s gearbox. A new propshaft sends
power to a carry-over differential and final drive. Total weight is
46kg lower than the original E-type.
Using an electric powertrain with similar weight and dimensions
to the outgoing petrol engine and transmission means the car’s
structure, including suspension and brakes, has not changed,
simplifying the conversion and homologation. It drives, handles,
rides and brakes like an original E-type. Front-rear weight
distribution is unchanged.
E-type Zero’s unique electric powertrain was developed by an
electric powertrain specialist in conjunction with Jaguar Land
Rover engineers and to a specific brief from Jaguar Land Rover
Classic. It uses some technology and components borrowed from
the upcoming I-PACE, Jaguar Land Rover’s first production allelectric vehicle.
The E-type Zero has a ‘real world’ range of 270km (about 170
miles), helped by the low weight and good aerodynamics. It uses
a 40kWh battery, which can be recharged from home overnight
(typically in six to seven hours, depending on power source).

freecarmag.com 19

In the Future

electricracing jags
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Jaguar has created the world’s first production battery
electric vehicle race series.The Jaguar I-PACE eTROPHY
will be the support series for the FIA Formula E championship,

T

he groundbreaking championship will support the launch of
the Jaguar I-PACE – Jaguar’s highly innovative five-seat
battery electric sports car which will also hit the road in
2018.
Up to 20 electric I-PACE racecars will be on the grid in the centre
of 10 races in global cities such as Hong Kong, Paris, Sao Paolo
and New York, giving future Formula E stars the chance to race in
the world-first series.
Jaguar Land Rover Special Vehicle Operations (SVO) in
Warwickshire, UK, will build the racecars. They will be based on
Jaguar’s first battery electric vehicle, the I-PACE performance SUV.
The thing is, if you have enough spare cash, you could take part
in these races. Jaguar Racing is offering a complete ‘Arrive and
Drive’ packages in the I-PACE eTROPHY that includes: entry into a
10-race global championship supporting FIA Formula E,
Professional technical support from racecar preparation to data
engineering, all global logistics for vehicles, spare parts and
equipment, tyres and consumables, garaging infrastructure at
race weekends, allocated hospitality for entrants with the ability
to purchase further places for sponsor guests, championship race
wear for each driver.
A typical race weekend will include free practice and qualifying
sessions followed by a 30-minute race. Oh yes and you will need a
racing licenece, but you’ve got a year to go and get one. Start
pestering Jaguar Racing now. Free Car Mag is...

freecarmag.com 21

A car repair
that works
har er for you
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car repairs with motoreasy looks like this
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on your repairs.

ocal workshops near you, with 0,000
across the
.

ur technicians monitor specialist
workshops ensuring uality work is
carried out.

No waiting time, your car is collected
and delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

An MOT
that improves
family time
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car MOT with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on an MOT.

24/7 booking facility.
No waiting time, your car is
collected and delivered back to you
once complete.

All work monitored by our personal
technicians

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I

SERVICE

I

MOT

I

REPAIRS

I

GAP

I

TYRES

HI-TECH MOTOR
QUOTES

Back-Seat Driver

“With hybrids and other
new technology, the
automobile has changed
more from 1986 until now
than it did from 1900 to
1986. It’s funny when kids
come over to my garage
and I take out a box of
Weber carburetor
needles and they go,
“What’s that?” Then they
take out a laptop and
plug it in, and they’re
actually tuning the
fuel-injection system and
ignition.”

MOTOREASY LAUNCHES
WORLD’S FIRST ‘PLUGIN
WARRANTY’ PRODUCT

.
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Jay Leno
•
“Technology is a word
that describes something
that doesn’t work yet.”
Douglas Adams
•
“Deep in production
hell.”
Elon Musk suggests that
all is not going well with
the Model 3
•
“They don’t drive like
people. They drive like
robots. They’re odd and
that’s why they get hit”
Self driving cars are
causing real drivers to
become impatient and
become road raging
maniacs, 13 self driving
cars rear ended in
California
•

Used Car Easy

TOP 5 USED

HIGH TECHS

"MMUIFCFMMTBOEXIJTUMFTXBTBQISBTFPGUFO
VTFEUPEFTDSJCFBDBSXJUIFWFSZ
DPODFJWBCMFFYUSBUUFEUPJU6TVBMMZUIF
NPEFMJORVFTUJPOXJMMCFBMVYVSZTBMPPO
BMW 7 SERIES
XIJDIJTSBUIFSFYQFOTJWFXIFOOFX CVU
One of the best driving luxury saloons which handles like an M3, well
sort of. This is a really old one pictured, but the next generation did not
CFDBVTFPGBMMUIBUDPNQMJDBUJPODBOCF
look that much different. Very complex cars which when they go wrong
TPNFUIJOHPGBCBSHBJOBGFXZFBSTMBUFS4P should be abandoned. The iDrive system is the most visual clue that this
is no ordinary car, it is essentially a big, stupid button.
XIJDIDBSTBSFUIFCBSHBJOCBSHFT 

MERCEDES S-CLASS

AUDI A8

The best luxury car in the world has long been the S-Class, especially if
you are going to ride in the back. It has tech like multi-link Airmatic air
suspension which can be fitted with a road-sensing system that
pre-loads the shock absorbers for the road surface detected. Something
that you don’t want going wrong.

The most interesting option was the 4.0 litre V8 turbodiesel which
manages a creditable 30mpg overall combined with muscular
performance. Inside there is masses of room whilst engine and road
noise are kept to the bare minimum. Hooked up to the Quattro all wheel
drive system it won’t easily fall off the road.

LEXUS LS

HONDA LEGEND

There are times when the only indication that the engine is running will
be the rev counter, it is that quiet. On any journey both drivers and
passengers are pampered by a brilliantly smooth ride soaking up even
the most uneven road surface with ease. Whether you are in the front or
rear the experience is certainly sublime. Super reliable.

This is just a great big Accord. At best it is Lexus lite, but at least there is
a genuine rarity factor and rightly so probably. In size it’s as long as 7
series, but it utterly lacks any semblance of prestige. Great if you are
starting an upmarket minicab business, but a little depressing if you
thought you were buying something to make you feel special. Reliable.

For more used car information and buying tips go to freecarmag.com
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ASTON MARTIN & HACKET T COLLEC TION
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DPMMFDUJPO UIF"TUPO.BSUJOCZ)BDLFUU
SBOHFJTNBEFVQPGPVUFSXFBS CMB[FST 
TIJSUT USPVTFSTBOEBDDFTTPSJFT*O
DMBTTJDBMMZNBTDVMJOFTIBEFTPGOBWZ 
CSPXOBOEHSFZ UIFDPMPVSQBMBUFJT
DPOUFNQPSBSZBOEFMFHBOUMZIPMETBQMBDF
JOFWFSZHFOUMFNBOˏTXBSESPCF
$PSFUPUIFDPMMFDUJPOBSFUIFMVTUSPVT
-FBUIFS+BDLFUTCFDPNJOHUIFNVTUIBWF
JUFNPGUIFSBOHF5IJTTFBTPO UIFEFTJHO
IBTCFFOSFJNBHJOFEBOEBSFBWBJMBCMFJO
UXPOFXDPMPVSXBZTBDMBTTJDIB[FMOVUOVU
CSPXONBEFGSPNEFFSTLJOBTXFMMBTB
MVYFNBUUCMBDLPQUJPO EFWFMPQFEXJUI
OFPQSFOFQBOFMTPOUIFTIPVMEFST TJEFT
BOEIFNFYQFSUMZDSBGUFEGPSDPNGPSUBOE
FYJCJMJUZ
8JUIFYRVJTJUFBUUFOUJPOUPEFUBJMBOE
DSBGU UIF"VUVNO8JOUFSQSPEVDUSBOHF
JODMVEFTBOFX-BTFS$VU#MB[FSXJUIB[JQ
PVURVJMUFEHJMFUXIJDIIBTCFFOFYQFSUMZ
DPOTUSVDUFEXJUIOPTFXUFDIOPMPHZBOE
CPOEFETFBNTNBLJOHUIFJUFNSFMJBCMZ
XBUFSQSPPGBOEGVODUJPOBMXIJMTUOPU
DPNQSPNJTJOHPOEFTJHO
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Wanted

TW Steel

%VUDICZEFTJHO CJHJOBUUJUVEFBOEQFFSMFTTJO
DMBTT UIFZˏWFDBSWFEBOFXUJNFMJOFJOUIFXBUDI
NBSLFUTJODFUIFJSBSSJWBMJOXXXUXTUFFMVL

(

FUSFBEZUPHPGSPN"UP#PME'PSBMM
UIPTFUIBUMPWFDBSTBOEUIFXPSMEPG
NPUPSTQPSUT DPNFTUIFUJNFQJFDF
UIBUTBZTJUBMM5IFCSBOEOFX7PMBOUF
$PMMFDUJPOUBLFTUIFDMBTTJD584UFFM
BUUJUVEFBOEQVUTJUPOUIFPQFOSPBE(SBC
ZPVSLFZT KVNQJOUIFDBSBOEESJWFCPMEMZ
5IFTFUJNFQJFDFTDPNFJONNBOE
NNTJ[FTBOETQPSUBQSFNJVNUFYUJMF
XSJTUCBOEJOGPVSDPMPVSWBSJBOUT5IFSFˏT
EJFSFOUFYFDVUJPOTUPDIPPTFGSPNTP
QJDLZPVSTUZMFBOEIJUUIFSPBE'SPNb


N

WORX HAND CLEANER
£9.00

5IF"MM/BUVSBM)BOE$MFBOFS BIFBWZEVUZ
GPSNVMBUJPOUIBUJTUPUBMMZCJPEFHSBEBCMF 
DPNFTBTBOFDPOPNJDBMESZQPXEFSGPS
FFDUJWFSFNPWBMPGHSFBTFBOEJOHSBJOFE
EJSUJOOPSNBMXFUXBTIJOH*UXJMMOPU
GSFF[F JUXJMMOPUTFQBSBUFVOEFSIPU
XFBUIFSDPOEJUJPOT IBTZFBSTPGTIFMGMJGF
BOEEPFTOPUSFRVJSFBOZTQFDJBMUSBOTQPSU
DPOTJEFSBUJPOT
XXXEBNBSCJ[

THE GRAND TOUR GUIDE TO
THE WORLD £20

5IJTCPPLJTQBSUUSBWFMDPNQBOJPO QBSU
GBDUVBMMZEVCJPVTFODZDMPQFEJBBOEQBSU
TDSBQCPPLPGBUSBWFMMJOHDJSDVT BMMUPME
UISPVHIUIFKVWFOJMF FHPUJTUJDBMZFU
VOEFOJBCMZBNVTJOHWPJDFTPGPVSUISFF
GBWPVSJUFQFUSPMIFBET+FSFNZ$MBSLTPO 
3JDIBSE)BNNPOEBOE+BNFT.BZ
XXXBNB[PODPN

NEON ICONS AT ASTON MARTIN
NO.8 DOVER STREET

/&0/*$0/4
JTBCSBOEOFXCPEZPGXPSL
GSPN-PVJT4JEPMJ GBNFEGPSIJTBSUJTUJD
FYQMPSBUJPOPGQPQVMBSDVMUVSF IJHIMJHIUFECZ
IJTVTFPGBMVNJOJVNBOEOFPO&WFSZJUFNJO
IJTDPMMFDUJPOJTDSBGUFECZIBOEBUIJTTUVEJP
KVTUWFNJMFTGSPNUIF"TUPO.BSUJO
)FBERVBSUFSTJO(BZEPO5IJTXJMMSVOGPS
UISFFNPOUITBU"TUPO.BSUJO
TCSBOE
FYQFSJFODFDFOUSFBU/P%PWFS4USFFUJO
-POEPO
T.BZGBJS
www.louis-sidoli.com
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Buy Now

4&5FDIOPMPHZNPEFMBJNFEBUCVTJOFTTCVZFST

SKODA KODIAQ

5IF,PEJBRJTOPXBGVMMZDPOOFDUFEWFIJDMFXJUI
*OGPUBJONFOU0OMJOFQSPWJEJOHTBUFMMJUFOBWJHBUJPO 
USBDSFQPSUTBOEDBMFOEBSVQEBUFT%SJWFSTDBO
JOTUBOUMZTZODDPOUBDUTGSPNUIFJSQIPOFUPUIFDBS 
XIJDIDBOCFBDDFTTFEWJBTUFFSJOHXIFFMDPOUSPMTPS
WPJDFBDUJWBUJPOGPSBTBGFSXBZUPNBLFDBMMTPOUIF
SPBE
"TBOPQUJPOGPSFFUTSFHVMBSMZVOEFSHPJOHMPOH
EJTUBODFT "EBQUJWF$SVJTF$POUSPM "$$ DBOCFBEEFE
UPBTTJTUUIFESJWFSJONBJOUBJOJOHUIFTFMFDUFETQFFE
BOEEFTJSFEHBQCFUXFFOUIF4,0%",PEJBRBOEUIF
DBSJOGSPOU
"WBJMBCMFXJUIWFBOETFWFOTFBUTJUIBT
MJUSFTPGCPPUTQBDFXJUIUIFSFBSTFBUTVQBOE
  MJUSFT5IF4&5FDIOPMPHZNPEFMBMTP
DPNFTXJUIGSPOUBOESFBSQBSLJOHTFOTPSTBTTUBOEBSE
'VSUIFSFRVJQNFOUTVDIBT"VUPOPNPVT&NFSHFODZ
#SBLJOH EFUFDUJOHEBOHFSPVTTJUVBUJPOTBVUPNBUJDBMMZ
BQQMZUIFCSBLFT"TBGFCVTJOFTTDIPJDFUIFO
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AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£26,860

1MVHJO)ZCSJEDPNFTUP,JBT$SPTTPWFS
4UZMJTI4QPSUT4BMPPOJTCBDL

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£27,995

KIA NIRO PHEV

8JUIQPUFOUJBMGVFMFDPOPNZPGXFMMPWFSNQHBOE$0FNJTTJPOTPGKVTUHLN UIF/JSP1)&7JTUIF
NBJOSFBTPOXIZDVTUPNFSTBSFUBLJOHBEWBOUBHFPGUIFbHPWFSONFOUHSBOU5IF1)&7JTB
TUBOEBMPOFNPEFMJOUIF/JSPMJOFVQ CBTFEPOUIFNJESBOHF/JSPQBSBMMFMIZCSJE4UBOEBSEGFBUVSFT
JODMVEFUIFMBUFTUDPOOFDUJWJUZBOEBDUJWFTBGFUZUFDIOPMPHJFT JODMVEJOH,JB$POOFDUFE4FSWJDFTGFBUVSJOH
5PN5PN XJSFMFTTTNBSUQIPOFDIBSHJOH BVUPOPNPVTFNFSHFODZCSBLJOHBOEMBOFLFFQBTTJTU*UBMTP
PFST"OESPJE"VUPBOE"QQMF$BS1MBZXIJDI WJBQSFEPXOMPBEFEBQQT MJOLTNBSUQIPOFTUPOBWJHBUJPO 
NVTJD IBOETGSFFDBMMTBOEUFYUTBOEWPJDFSFDPHOJUJPOTFSWJDFT4PXFMMFRVJQQFEBOEFDPOPNJDBM

AVAILABLE:
NOW
600 LTD ED
PRICE: £18,635

-JNJUFE&EJUJPO.JDSBTPVOETHSFBU

NISSAN MICRA BOSE® PERSONAL®

5IFVOJRVFUP.JDSB#04&1FSTPOBMBVEJPTZTUFNEFMJWFSTBOJNNFSTJWFoTPVOEFYQFSJFODFUISPVHI
#04&EJHJUBMTJHOBMQSPDFTTJOHBOETJYIJHIQFSGPSNBODFTQFBLFST5IFTFJODMVEFUIFUXPQJPOFFSJOH
#04&6MUSB/FBSFME˳TQFBLFSTCVJMUJOUPUIFESJWFS
TTFBUIFBESFTU4PVOEGSPNUIF#04&1FSTPOBM
BVEJPTZTUFNDBOCFQFSTPOBMJTFEUPTVJUUIFESJWFS
TUBTUFTXJUIUIFIFMQPGUIF#04&1FSTPOBM4QBDF
$POUSPM&YUFSJPSQFSTPOBMJTBUJPOJODMVEFTPSBOHFOJTIFSTUUFEUPUIFGSPOUBOESFBSCVNQFS TJEF
NPVMEJOHT NJSSPSTDBQTBOEJODIBMMPZT5IFSFBSFMPUTPGOFBUPSBOHFUPVDIFTPOUIFJOTJEFUPP
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In the Future

Star Turn
1PMFTUBSVOWFJMFEUIFIQ1PMFTUBS UIFDPNQBOZˏTSTUDBS XIJDIJTTFU
UPSPMMPUIFQSPEVDUJPOMJOFJONJE8IBUNPSFEPZPVOFFEUPLOPX
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T

he Polestar 1 is a two-door, 2+2 seat
Grand Tourer Coupé with an ‘Electric
Performance Hybrid’ drivetrain. An
electric car supported by an internal
combustion engine, it has a range of
150kms on pure electric power alone - the
longest full electric range of any hybrid car
on the market. Its output of 600hp and
1000Nm of torque makes it a performance
car.
The Polestar 1 is based upon Volvo’s
Scalable Platform Architecture (SPA) but
approximately 50% is new and bespoke,
created by Polestar’s engineers. Polestar 1
is the world’s first car to be fitted with the
all-new class-leading Öhlins Continuously
Controlled Electronic Suspension (CESi)
advanced chassis technology. A carbon
fibre body reduces bodyweight and
improves torsional stiffness by 45%, as well
as lowering the cars’ centre of gravity.
Additionally, Polestar 1 uses a double
electric rear axle which enables torque
vectoring. This supports the driver with
precise acceleration on each wheel to keep
the maximum road grip and maintain
speed while cornering.
The Polestar 1 will be built in the
state-of-the-art, purpose-built Polestar
Production Centre in Chengdu, China.
Currently under construction, it is due for
completion in mid-2018.
Polestar will also move away from today’s
traditional ownership model. Cars will be
ordered 100% online and offered on a two
or three year subscription basis. The
zero-deposit, all-inclusive subscription will
also add features such as pick-up and
delivery servicing and the ability to rent

alternative vehicles within the Volvo and
Polestar range, all incorporated into one
monthly payment.
The flat rate subscription means that
having a Polestar car becomes a hassle
free experience for the customer. This is
facilitated by Phone-As-Key technology. It
allows the owner to share a virtual key with
a third party, and also enables access to a
host of other on-demand features. This
concierge service ensures that the
customer only needs to focus on the
enjoyment of driving.
All future cars from Polestar will have a
fully electric powertrain. Polestar 2 will
start production later in 2019 and will be
the first battery-electric vehicle (BEV) from
the Volvo Car Group. It will be a mid-sized
BEV, joining the competition around the
Tesla Model 3, and with consequently
higher volumes than Polestar 1. The initial
phase of the Polestar product roll out will
then be completed by the subsequent
arrival of a larger SUV-style BEV, the
Polestar 3, which will create a modern
expression of electric performance and
driving dynamics.
The ordering and configuration of
Polestar cars will be conducted online via a
Polestar app or online portal. However,
Polestar also recognises that customers
still want to physically engage with the
brand so Polestar will open a network of
Polestar Spaces around the world. This is
where future Polestar customers can
interact with products and the brand.
Polestar Spaces will be standalone facilities
and not within existing Volvo retailer
showrooms.
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Car Choice

A LT- F U E L O P T I O N

Damon Cochrane is after an
alternative fuel car, but doesn’t
want to spend more than £6000,
so what are his options?

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
PROTON GEN-2 Q.6

Liquid petroleum Gas is half the price of petrol
and runs on both. I have a lot of time for cleaner
burning LPG and the factory modified engines are
pretty reliable. I never thought there was a reason
to go and buy any Proton which are very dull and
cheaply finished. However, the GEN-2 1.6 ecoLogic
GSX is worth finding. Especially as they won’t cost
very much. I saw a 2010 at £999 which had a 140K
mileage, but a 30K mile example at £1795 at a
dealer might be the much safer purchase.
34 freecarmag.com

A CAR FOR THE HEART
MITSUBISHI I-MIEV

I found a bioethonal Ford Focus FFV Zetec for £3000, which is
now impossible to buy since Morrisons stopped sales of the fuel
in 2010. The highest profile alternative fuel is battery power,
except that where the power comes from is usually a fossil fuel
burning power station, which takes us back to square one. As
Damon has PV Solar panels then electricity is being produced by
his house during the day, unless stored. Then all he needs is an
all electric 9,000 mile 2010 Mitsubishi I-Miev for £6000.

HCAMERA
CAR
FREE CAR MAG
CAN ANSWER
YOUR CAR
CHOICE
QUESTION

Dianne Hopkin wants a car she
can use in the City, ideally with a
parking camera and finished in red
paintwork.

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
MERCEDES B CLASS

City cars don’t have to be small, just classy, well
equipped and easy to drive. The Mercedes B Class
is an interesting proposition, a premium priced and
finished compact people carrier. There is plenty
of room inside and excellent levels of equipment.
We found a 2014 180 1.5 CDI Auto for £14,000, so
easier to drive around town. With 18,000 miles this
model includes rear parking camera and heaps of
other kit including a full service history.

A CAR FOR THE HEART
PEUGEOT 108

I don’t see why Dianne should spend so much on a City car, why
not go for something a lot smaller. The Peugeot 108 has a three
cylinder engine which is incredibly frugal and will return over
60 mpg in the 1.0 guise. It isn’t that big inside. The 1.2 engine
would be a lot more responsive and we came across a 2014 1.2
VTi Pure Tech Allure with 30,000 miles for just £6,989. It comes
with the rear parking camera and lots of other kit, the least of
which are the front electric windows.
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CATACLEAN ON TEST
6 MONTHS & 6,000
MILES IN THE FREE CAR
MAG POLO. REPORTS IN
THE MAG AND
FREECARMAG.COM

Product Test

CLEANING UP
OUR POLO
Putting fuel additives in your tank. what’s all that about? Well apparently it can help reduce
emissions, improves fuel economy maintains and protects the Catalytic converter. That’s why
we decided to try Cataclean on our 2008 Volkswagen Polo 1.4. Reports soon.

H

ere is the science behind the

been used in race cars to enhance

is the removal of deposits from

product. Cataclean contains

octane rating and make fuel burn

the surface of the core, which

solvents that can break down

more evenly and completely. When

increases the catalyst’s ability to

deposits formed by oxidation and

Cataclean combusts, carboxylic

remove harmful exhaust emissions

polymerization of hydrocarbon in

acids, aldehydes and active

such as, carbon monoxide &

fuel delivery systems. Cataclean

peroxy compounds are formed.

nitrogen oxides. Cataclean does

also includes acetone which is

These compounds in the exhaust

not alter fuel composition. It costs

known to improve the efficiency

vapours work to clean the surfaces

£18.50 and is a recommended top

of fuel combustion. Acetone has

inside the converter. The result

up every 3 months.
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Film & TV
SUNDAYS ON
BBC 2 AT 8PM
AND IPLAYER

TERMINATOR TUSSLES

ROBOT WARS

%BSB0#SJBJOBOE"OHFMB4DBOMPOQSFTFOUUIFSPCPUHIUJOHDPNQFUJUJPO 
XJUICBUUMFTDPNNFOUBUFECZ+POBUIBO1FBSDF
*OUIJTSTUFYQMPTJWFFQJTPEF BSFUVSOJOHSPCPUFFSIBTBUBTUFGPSWJDUPSZ 
BOPMEGBWPVSJUFGSPNUIFPSJHJOBMTFSJFTUSJFTUPQSPWFJUTEPVCUFSTXSPOH
BOE3PCPU8BSTHFUTQSFTJEFOUJBMXJUIQFSIBQTUIFXPSMETSTUTBUJSJDBM
HIUJOHSPCPU5IFUFBNTBSFUBTLFEXJUITVSWJWJOHCSVUBMHSPVQCBUUMFTBOE
OJHIUNBSJTILOPDLPVUSPVOETJOPSEFSUPNBLFJUJOUPUIFIFBUOBM#VUUIBU
JTOPUBMMUIJTTFSJFT UIFSFJTBQMBZPCBUUMFGPSUIJSEQMBDF DVMNJOBUJOH
XJUIUIFTFDPOEBOEUIJSEQMBDFSPCPUTCBUUMJOHJUPVUJOBNBTTJWF5FO3PCPU
3VNCMFGPSBXJMEDBSETQPUJOUIFHSBOEOBM
5IFUFBNTUIJTXFFLBSF%POBME5IVNQ #FIFNPUI 4BCSFUPPUI "QPMMP 
"QPDBMZQTFBOE5IF4XBSN"MPOHUIFXBZ UIFZNVTUEPEHFBSFOBIB[BSET 
NFOBDJOHIPVTFSPCPUTBOEUIFBMMOFX'PHPG8BS
'SFF$BS.BHXBTBCJUVOEFSXIFMNFECZUIFOFXTFSJFTXIJDIEJEOPUIBWF
UIFJNQBDU FYDJUFNFOU PS$SBJH$IBSMFTGPSUIBUNBUUFS
"OZXBZBTUIFZTBZPOUIFTIPXMFUCBUUMFDPNNFODF
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IN CINEMAS
10TH
NOVEMBER

DADDY'S HOME 2

Following the events of the first film, Brad and Dusty (Will Ferrell & Mark Wahlberg) must deal with
their intrusive fathers (Mel Gibson & John Lithgow) during the holidays, along with Dusty dealing
with his step child's biological father (John Cena). We love Mel and can't wait to see what he gets up
to in this follow up. We quite liked the first one in a brainless, silly way, which was clearly the
intention.

On CBBC
8.40am
Saturday and
catch up on
BBC iPlayer.

ALI-A'S SUPERCHARGERS

Hosted by Vlogging sensation Ali-A and his motor-mad team of mechanic Rebecca and Sideways Sid,
Superchargers is a car-transformation show that puts kids in the driving seat as they give their tired family
banger a jaw-dropping new look – all without their parents’ input. Drawing on her experience in the motor
industry, Rebecca Jackson will be getting her hands dirty to ensure the new pimped-up family motor runs
smoothly. It’s a great opportunity to teach the kids about what goes on underneath the bonnet of a car
and to learn more about the mechanical elements involved.Once the new-look car has passed its MOT, the
souped-up motor is revealed to Mum and Dad. But will they like it? “It has been a long time in the making
since the announcement of the series, but now I am just really excited that we finally air tomorrow!” says
Jackson. “I hope that everyone loves the new show and that it gets kids interested in vehicle mechanics."
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Next Time

FCM 54

$ISJTUNBTBSSJWFTJOUIFOFYUJTTVF
5IFSFXJMMCFBMMUIPTFXBUDIFTXF
QSPNJTFEZPVMBTUUJNFQMVTPVSJEFB
PGXIBUB1BOUPNJNFTIPVMECF
CFDBVTFUIFSFBSFDBSTJOJU UIFDMVFJT
JOUIFBEKBDFOUQJDUVSF8FDBOUXBJU
5IFSFTIPVMECFBCPBSEHBNFGPSZPV
UPQMBZJGFWFSZUIJOHHPFTUPQMBO

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
40 freecarmag.com

Follow Spencer HazE's adventures at the Free car mag.com website...he's
from 1973 and seems to have time travelled to the year 2000 before
making it to 2017. Confused? well there are cars, fights & fun
with a retro twist.

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
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A car service
that improves
your swing
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car service with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on servicing.

Our expert engineers deal direct with
the garage so you don’t have to.

Rigorous services are carried out to
exact manufacturer’s specifications.

No waiting time, your car is collected and
delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

